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 Sheridan College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning
 University of Toronto Mississauga

MiST Theatre, Communication, Culture and Technology Building, UTM
Buffet 6:00 p.m.
Awards Ceremony 7:00 p.m.

Awards Ceremony Attendees

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Gareth Brown-Jowett, 2005 AAH alumnus

MASTERS OF CEREMONY
Mark Bell, Professor, Art and Art History, Sheridan
Alison Syme, Chair, Department of Visual Studies, UTM

PLATFORM PARTY
Ronni Rosenberg, Dean, Faculty of Animation, Arts and Design, Sheridan
John Armstrong, Coordinator, Art and Art History, Sheridan
Ben Portis, Chair, Art and Art History Program Advisory Committe, Sheridan

Michael Lettieri, Acting Vice-Dean, Undergraduate, UTM
Amrita Daniere, Vice-Principal, Academic and Dean, UTM
Ulli Krull, Interim Vice-President and Principal, UTM

Amy Corner, Advertising Director, Canadian Art
Mary Harris and Giles Pritchard, Sylvia C. Morton Award
George and Janet Laidlaw, Margaret Laidlaw Award
Frances Loeffler, Curator, Oakville Galleries
Colette and Shauna Whiten, Paul Kipps Award
Professor Emerita Luba Eleen, Professor L. Eleen, T. Martone, and B. Welsh Prize in Art History
David Plant, Managing Director, Trinity Square Video
Jackie Patrick, Andrew Patrick & Epson Canada Ltd. Award
Judith Thompson, Catherine Quesnell Prize
Lucy Duong and family
ACADEMIC AWARDS

SYLVIA C. MORTON AWARD
Rebecca Anne Filman

MARGARET LAIDLAW MEMORIAL AWARD
Monique Van Tetering

CATHERINE QUESNELL PRIZE
Yanjun Liu

DR. ANNIE SMITH AWARD IN ART & ART HISTORY
Kamryn Mcfarlane

PROF. L. ELEEN, T. MARTONE AND B. WELSH PRIZE IN ART HISTORY
Brooke Fernetti

2016 ART HISTORY PRIZE
Outstanding documentary film, “Reading Wölfflin’s ‘Principles’: Toronto Stories”
Julien Balbontin
Klasha Fernandes
Hilary Dow
Marcos Villar
Brooke Fernetti
Chelsea Quinton

BEST EXHIBITION PROPOSAL IN CURATORIAL STUDIES PRIZE
Stephanie Sousa

2016 VISUAL CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION PRIZE
Outstanding graphic narrative, “In Loving Memory of My Great-Grandfather”
Sarah Lowe

2016 TIFF CINEMA STUDIES PRIZE
Outstanding paper, “Sum of all Memories: Ang Lee Film Analysis of Hulk and Life of Pi”
Stephanie Blaquera

ART HISTORY HAS ITS EYES ON YOU AWARD
For student showing promise in Art History
Sarah Kaitlyn Pereux

BLACKWOOD GALLERY AWARD
Outstanding service to the gallery
Triveni Srikaran
VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY

CANADIAN ART AWARD
Recognition of Volunteer Activities
- Michaela Lucio
- Katarina Kaneff
- Varshiini Ravishankar
- Shavon Madden
- Heather Riley
- Denyca Decaen
- Chelsea Ryan
VIVIAN DUONG AWARD IN MENTORSHIP
Amrita Virdi

ROGER JOWETT MEMORIAL AWARD
Excellence in Senior level in Photography and/or Painting
Audrey Yip

ALICE RYCROFT WOMEN’S ART ASSOCIATION OF CANADA AWARD
Xi Chen

OAKVILLE GALLERIES AWARD
Excellence in studio work
John Campbell

YYZ ARTISTS OUTLET AWARD
Excellence in writing in support of cross disciplinary curatorial practices
Dahyun Nam

ALUMINI AWARD
Excellence in Studio Work
Shavon Madden
AKIMBO “LET’S TALK ABOUT ME FOR A MINUTE” AWARD
Excellence in Professional Practices
Matthew Morales
ARTICULATIONS SUPPLY
CENTRE RESOURCE
Excellence in Drawing 1
  Paige Julian
  Salwat Rana

ABOVEGROUND
ART SUPPLIES
FACULTY AWARD
Excellence in Drawing 2
  HaYung Kim
  Miranda Szuberwood

FACULTY
DRAWING AWARD
Excellence in Drawing 3
  Samantha Pufek

FACULTY
DRAWING AWARD
Excellence in Drawing 4
  Julien Balbontin
  Janine Malaca
D.L. STEVENSON & 
SONS AWARD
Excellence in Painting 1
Josephine Chrysant Jonatan
Sarah Kaitlyn Pereux
Paige Julian
Emily Monica Studzinski

PAINTING 2 AWARD
Excellence in Painting 2
Hilary Dow
Miranda Szuberwood

ABOVEGROUND ART
SUPPLIES FACULTY AWARD
Excellence in Painting 3
Amrita Virdi
Dahyun Nam
Xi Chen
Jennifer Donolo

FACULTY AWARD
Excellence in Painting 4
Olivia Brouwer
Jordan Clawsey
Nafiseh Emammostofi
Michaela Lucio
Triveni Srikaran
FACULTY
DESIGN AWARD
Excellence in Design 1
Julie Nowakowski

FACULTY
DESIGN AWARD
Excellence in Design 2
Brendan Thomas Bradley

FACULTY
DESIGN AWARD
Excellence in Design 3
Josephine Chrysant Jonatan

FACULTY
DESIGN AWARD
Excellence in Design 3
Farah Saad

FACULTY
DESIGN AWARD
Excellence in Design 4
Veronica Prokopovych
ART GALLERY OF ONTARIO AWARD
Excellence in Photo 1
  Julia Bonavita
  Michael Kashuba

MAGENTA FOUNDATION AWARD
Excellence in Photo 2
  Wing Lam Tse

GALLERY 44 AWARD
Excellence in Photo 2
  Mark Aguirre

VISTEK AWARD OF EXCELLENCE IN PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellence in Photo 3
  Audrey Yip

TRINITY SQUARE VIDEO AWARD
Excellence in Photo 3
  Josephine Chrysant Jonatan

FACULTY PHOTO AWARD
Excellence in Photo 4
  Christopher Berwick

TORONTO IMAGE WORKS AWARD
Excellence in Photo 4
  Veronica Prokopovych

ANDREW PATRICK AND EPSON LTD AWARD
Excellence in Photo 4
  Amy Dianne Caperchione
PAPER PLACE AWARD
Excellence in Print Media 1
Nada Hafez
Sundee Kaur Dhaliwal
Charley Yip
Paige Julian
Su Min Suh

FACULTY PRINT MEDIA AWARD
Excellence in Print Media 2
Rebecca Michelle Dedrick
Michaëla Lucio
Emiley Webb

OPEN STUDIO AWARD
Student showing most promise in Print Media 3
Suzanne Yeh
Madolyn Bradley

JAPANESE PAPER PLACE AWARD
Excellence in Print Media 3
Chelsea Quinton
Else Holler

FACULTY AWARD
Excellence in Print Media 4
Olivia Brouwer

SCREENTEC AWARD
Excellence in Print Media
Heather Riley

FACULTY AWARD
Excellence in Print Media 3
Alyssa Robinson
SCULPTURE

TEXTILE MUSEUM OF CANADA AWARD
Excellence in Sculpture 1
  Xinghua Lin

PAUL KIPPS AWARD
Excellence in Sculpture 3
  Xi Chen
  Juliana Cirinna

MUSEUMPROS SCULPTURE AWARD
Excellence in Sculpture 1
  Nada Hafez
  Karol Gallegos Carrera
  Alex Detwiler
  Yanjun Liu
  Anran Guo

THERESE BOLLIGER AWARD
Excellence in Sculpture 4
  Shavon Madden

SHERIDAN BOOKSTORE SCULPTURE 1 AWARD
Excellence in Sculpture 1
  Ryan Manahan

RANDOM STUFFAGE AWARD
Excellence in Sculpture 1
  Purvi Qadri

SCULPTURE SUPPLY CANADA AWARD
Excellence in Sculpture 3
  Monica Bujas
  Stephanie Payne
PAST AND PRESENT TECHNIQUES AWARD
Excellence in Past and Present Techniques
Su Min Suh
Stephanie Payne
Brianne Cynthia Carroll
Scarlett Leung
VIDEO SOUND PERFORMANCE

VIDEO SOUND PERFORMANCE
FACULTY AWARD
Outstanding Work in Video Sound Performance
Kamryn Mcfarlane
Audrey Yip
DR. ANNIE SMITH

TRAVEL AWARD
Graduating student proposals
adjudicated by
A&AH faculty and staff
Azadeh Monzavi

DR. ANNIE SMITH
GRADUATE AWARD
Available funds split among eligible
alumni who have graduated from
A&AH in the previous four years
Jaclyn Quaresma
Diana Kwong
Phoebe Lau
Breanna Shanahan
SPECIAL THANKS TO
Our generous donors:

AAH alumni, faculty, staff
and administrators

Aboveground Art Supplies
Akimbo
Andrew Patrick & Epson Ltd.
Art Gallery of Ontario
Articulations Supply Centre
Blackwood Gallery
C Magazine
Canadian Art
D.L. Stevenson & Sons
Japanese Paper Place
Gallery 44
Magenta Foundation
Museumpros
Oakville Galleries
Open Studio
Paper Place
Screentec
Sculpture Supply
Superframe
Therese Bolliger
Textile Museum of Canada
Toronto Image Works
TFF
Trinity Square Video
Vistek
Women’s Art Association
of Canada
YYZ Artists’ Outlet

Program Coordinator
John Armstrong

Faculty
Volunteers and Design 4 class

Thanks to faculty and staff
for contributing to this year’s
“Commuting” CD (coordinated
by John McCartney) and to
Jillian Booth for CD burning.

AWARD CUBES
CONSTRUCTION
Denyca Decaen
John Campbell
Deanna Restivo

AWARD BROCHURE
COORDINATION
Robert Fones

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
Christopher Berwick
Audrey Yip

PRINTING AND BINDING
The Sheridan Print Centre

AWARDS
BROCHURE DESIGN
Farah Saad

Program Support Specialist
Lesley Rumsby